Risk Controls
The humble control.
A control is something that is currently in place to reduce risk within an
organisation and/or an industry.
They have often been
introduced/implemented into an as a result of a previous incident or
incidents. In many cases where an incident/event has occurred, it is not as
a result of a lack of controls – but because of a failure of existing controls.
So, the real key to managing risk effectively is to ensure that our
controls are effective.
Why then, is so little attention paid to the effectiveness of controls in the
majority of risk management literature.
This short course provides participants with fundamental and essential
information to be successfully able to identify, assess and
improve controls in organisations.
The course will cover:
•

The control environment

•

The importance of controls in the assessment of likelihood

•

Identifying controls

•

Assessing control criticality

•

Measuring the effectiveness of controls

•

Identifying, designing and implementing appropriate risk
treatments where the current control environment is assessed
as inadequate.

Participants will be guided through the management process using realworld examples. In doing so, participants will be able to relate the workshop
content to their own workplaces.

Risk Controls
Courses will be presented on the same day in three 2-hour sessions
utilising live streaming.

Cost
The cost of the course is $660 (GST Inclusive).

Dates and Registration
Course Dates

Registration

2nd July 2020

Register here

3rd September 2020

Register here

About the Presenter
Rod Farrar is the principal of Paladin Risk Management Services and
will be delivering your course.
Rod is an accomplished risk consultant with extensive experience in
the delivery of professional consultancy services to Government,
corporate and not-for-profit sectors.
Rod’s Risk Management expertise is highly sought after as is the
insight he provides in his risk management training and workshop
facilitation. Rod was recognised by the Risk Management Institution of
Australia as the 2016 Risk Consultant of the Year and one of the first
five Certified Chief Risk Officers in Australasia.
Rod has written three eBooks, including the highly acclaimed
Revolution de Risque – Challenging the Traditional way we Manage Risk. He has also
spoken at conferences both in Australia and abroad.
Rod is passionate about risk management and the benefits it can bring to an organisation and he
brings this passion to his training.

